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Forgotten Eritrean Heroes who resisted Italian rule: Researched and compiled by 

Resoum Kidane  

 

Introduction 

Most of the young generation have sufficient knowledge of the history of 

armed struggle against the Ethiopian occupation which was launched by Awate 

on 1st September 1961, but not of those patriotic heroes who resisted the 

Italian rule. Although Eritrea was for 60 years under Italian colonization there 

are few publications on the crime committed against Eritrean people during 

the Italian rule comparing to the number covering the Libyan people's 

experience. When Italy occupied Libya in 1911, the Libyan people resisted the 

invasion to which the Italians responded by systematically killing thousands of 

women and children in a few days [youtube] 

 

By comparison to other African countries’ knowledge of their colonial past, 

Eritrean people and particularly the young generation know relatively little of 

Italian colonization in Eritrea. This might be because most publications during 

the armed struggle and after liberation focused on the history of the armed 

struggle, political struggle in the 1940s or border conflitics 1998-2000. 

 

The history of the Eritrean people's resistance against foreign occupation goes 

back before Eritrea was colonized by Italy in 1887. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1911_Tripoli_massacre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1911_Tripoli_massacre
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rSfakFT7gac
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rSfakFT7gac


 

Bereketeab 2000, Killon 1991, Pateman 1990 and Paice 1994 briefly mention 

the resistance against the Abyssianans and Egyptions by Ras Woldenkeal in 

1878 and  Kentebai Hamid respectively. Unlike the Libyans, the Eritrean people 

allowed the Italian colonization without a fight [video], this was because of Ras 

Alulas atrocities committed against the indigenous people between 1879 and 

1889 such as the genocide of the Kunama people. Allafrica.com also mentions 

briefly the crimes comitted against the Kunama and other ethinc by Ras Alula in 

following words: in 1886 Ras Alula (the army general of King Yohannes IV of 

Tigray) had ruthlessly and in cold blood massacred about two-thirds (67%) of 

the Baria and Kunama population of Eritrea. He killed most of the people, 

looted every item his soldiers could get and took all the cattle of the region. For 

an account on this one should read Alberto Pollera's "I Baria e I 

Cunama" (1913) pp. 50-52. Haggai Erlich's, "Ras Alula" pp.101-102 has also a 

description of what Alula did and why he did it.  

 

Furthermore In 1876, Alula, Yohannes’s trusted lieutenant, replaced Araya. 

Alula burned Bahta Hagos’s house and those of his relatives and confiscated 

their cattle and other property. Bahta and his brothers made a permanent 

camp at Agameda. There, the brothers added to their stock of firearms and 

ammunitions by waylaying the escorts of Araya and Alula who happened to 

pass by from time to time. Like the other Eritrean tribal leaders, Degiat Bahta 

Hagos was in constant conflict with the Ethiopian invading forces. He evaded 

the Tigrean Rases’ repeated attempts to capture him and allied himself with 

the Egyptian garrison in Keren. 

http://books.google.co.uk/books/about/Eritrea.html?id=Kw54AAAACAAJ&redir_esc=y
http://www.amazon.com/Historical-Dictionary-Eritrea-Dictionaries-Africa/dp/0810859521
http://books.google.co.uk/books/about/Eritrea.html?id=lm9yAAAAMAAJ&redir_esc=y
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Eritrea-Edward-Paice-Africa/s?ie=UTF8&page=1&rh=n%3A279490%2Cp_lbr_books_authors_browse-bin%3AEdward%20Paice
http://www.emnetu.com/Biographies/PDF/biography%20-%20Woldemichael%20Solomun.pdf
http://www.ehrea.org/were-ethiopian-leaders-colonialist.html
http://www.ehrea.org/were-ethiopian-leaders-colonialist.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dj0M9q8LNF4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dj0M9q8LNF4
http://www.baden-kunama.com/History-WHY%C2%A0ARE%C2%A0THE%C2%A0KUNAMA%C2%A0PEOPLE%C2%A0ALWAYS%C2%A0BEING%20ACCUSED,%C2%A0MARGINALIZED,%C2%A0Part%202.html
http://allafrica.com/stories/200006230040.html
http://www.ehrea.org/alula.php
http://www.ehrea.org/alula.php
http://books.google.co.uk/books?id=z23jAAAAMAAJ&q=Haggai+Erlich%27s,+%22Ras+Alula&dq=Haggai+Erlich%27s,+%22Ras+Alula&hl=en&sa=X&ei=AjoGVMOAIpGA7Qb_9IC4BQ&ved=0CCQQ6AEwAA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egypt


As a result of the above, the Italian occupation was accepted by some Eritreans 

possibly because it was a change from the Abyssian rulers foisted upon them 

periodically. People from highland, Habab, Mensa, Mary, Baria, Kunama, Bogos, 

Saho people of the lowland collaborated to the new Italian rulers to escape 

from the atrocities at the hands of Ethiopian rulers. One of those who 

collaborated was Baranbaras kafl. He defeated Basha Gebermariam, Alula's 

consul in Keren, however on 2nd June, 1889 when majority of kafl’s troops 

were out of Keren for another invasion, the Italians occupied Keren and Kafl 

was captured and taken as a prisoner to Asseb, and he died there. 

 

After the Eritrean people recognizing the real motive behind the initial Italian 

rulers, they began to demonstrate their opposition against the Italian colonial 

rule resulting in the killing and imprisons of Eritreans. For example Bahta 

Segeneti was killed in a battle against the Italian Colonial Army on December 

19, 1894. 

 

Bahta claimed that "The Italian curse us, seize our land, I want to free you let us 

drive the Italian out, and be our own masters". The rebellion lasted only three 

days and Bahta was killed his body left unburied. His brother fled to join Ras 

Mengesha in Tigrai. In the first year of the Italian colonization between August 

1889 and December 1890 the Italians killed about dozen chiefs together with 

some 800 of their followers, source excerpts from Tarik Hzbi Eritrea. As 

mentioned earlier Baranbaras kafl was taken to Nakura as a prisoner for 

opposing the Italian rule and died in Nakura. 

http://www.ehrea.org/F__Italian%20Colonization.pdf
http://www.ehrea.org/rasai.htm


 

In this 54th year of commemoration of the armed struggle launched for 

independece by Awate, this compilation provides a snap shot of the Eritrean 

people's resistance  against Italian rule, to recall those heroes who gave their 

lives in resisting the Italian rule. It is worthwhile to acknowledge Memher 

Fedil for researching and publishing the resistance on his facebook, the history 

of the Eritrean people struggle against Italian, Winta for highlighting the 

resistence of the Eritrean people in her publication Tarik Hzbi Eritrea, Emnetu 

for taking the intiative of researching and compiling biography of Eritrean 

heroes to remember which is available free from his website, Semera for 

making available history of the Nakura prision on YouTube and Aida Kidane in 

2001 a list of political prisoners who were imprisoned at the Nakura prison.  

  

Early life and personal data of Brigader General Andom Tesfazion 

 

The late Brigadier General Andom Tesfazion was born in 1892 G.C. at 

Debri in the district of Anseba, Eritrea. He married Woiz. Sendek 

Mengistu (after his death she took a vow and became a Nun (ኢታይ). He was 

well beloved and respected by his many Eritrean friends on account of his 

wisdom and ability. His gallantry in many battles will remain a cherished 

memory for generations. He was for about 24 years a 'Shumbash' the 

highest rank for native officers in the Italian Army; he was an excellent 

marksman, and fairly educated in his generation. (His birthday also marks 

the period when Italians had firmly established a new colony which they 

named Eritrea, an old Greek word). In the ordinary circumstances he need 

https://www.facebook.com/tarik.eritrea
https://www.facebook.com/tarik.eritrea
http://www.ehrea.org/F__Italian%20Colonization.pdf
http://www.ehrea.org/F__Italian%20Colonization.pdf
http://www.emnetu.com/Biographies/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSx79g2rtSg&feature=youtu.be
http://www.ehrea.org/rasai.htm
http://www.ehrea.org/rasai.htm


not have to join the Italian military; however, his passion for the military 

was far greater than any administrative posts in the Italian Civil Service. He 

was approximately 6'4" tall, well-groomed, with a gift for putting people at 

their ease. While in the Italian Army he diligently studied the fascist arsenal 

and quickly mastered the use of all modern weaponry.  

 

 

 

Map of Eritrea 

 

 

Location of Debri in Anseba district 

 

 

Andom was apprehensive about the colonial oppression the Eritreans were 

suffering on their own land, at the hands of the fascist Mussolini. He knew 

the fascist plan and remained vigilant in their preparation to invade further 

inland to Ethiopia. Andom saw this as opportunity to create a united force to 

defeat a common enemy.  Andom deserted from the Italians, taking with him 

500 soldiers and their war equipment after ordered to leave Eritrean dead 

unburied. Soon other hundreds and thousands of soldiers followed.  (it is also 

recalled - was a common trait among the fascist sector demeaning Eritreans 

and often reducing them to a 'bunch-of-flies). 



At the time of his dissertation, the Italians under Mussolini invaded Ethiopia 

burning churches and massacring women and children in violation of 

international law.  He and his fellow men joined the Ethiopian forces in the 

Tembien district, in the province of Tigray. At the head of his troops he 

fought the fascist army very bravely. Later, four days before the 

terrible Battle of Mai-Chew, he met the Emperor, awarded him the Medal of 

St. Trinity and a Medal of Honor for war service in recognition of his gallantry. 

In addition to the medals the Emperor cordially offered him a gift black 

cape similar to one wore by the Emperor when he addressed the League of 

Nations in Geneva. 

 

  

 

The political map of the horn of Africa at the time 



 

General Andom and the Battle of Mai-Chew 

 

At Mai-Chew Andom at the head of his troops fought the good fight, against 

the enemy, with all his energy and capacity. There, as on every battlefield, his 

favorite slogan was "Today is my birthday, it is a good day!". The Italians when 

confronted with a strong army they used "Yperite' a poisonous Mustard and 

Nerve-Gas in contravention of the Rule-of-Law and in violation of the Geneva 

Convention of 1925. 

 

 

A snipe view of the battle of Amba Aradam  

1936. Illustrator Achille Beltrame  

 

 



 

When the terrible battle of Mai-Chew ended Emperor Haile Selassie decided 

to leave the country to appeal to the League of Nations and protest against 

the invading Italian forces for the use of chemical warfare by land and air in 

contravention of the Geneva Protocol signed by all member nations including 

the Italian government. After the battle of Mai Chew, the last bastion to the 

Emperor, Andom elected to continue the fight stating "I have to fulfil my 

patriotic duty by fighting the fascist army till the end of my life".  

 

To avoid and minimize casualties arising from the chemicals he betook himself 

and the remnants of his troops to the woods and mountainous places. He 

quickly regrouped the soldiers; and due to failed leadership far in the North 

and South of Ethiopia a great number of Beghemeder Region and part of the 

Tigray forces fell under his command. While the Italians advanced towards the 

Capital City, Addis Ababa, Andom directed his forces in the opposite direction 

towards Eritrea and on his way attacking the convoys carrying troops and 

armaments. He switched tactics whenever a situation warrants into a 

'Guerrilla war' ambushing the enemy convoys while they were heading 

towards Addis Ababa.  

 

In several successful attacks his troops took the enemy's war equipment and 

were used against the enemy; after many battles he arrived in Eritrea. It was 

his desire to attack the Italians in the very heart of his native land, but he was 

suddenly attacked by the enemy at Ubel-Tukul-Denghia, in Eritrea before he 

could carry out his plan. Being surprised he swiftly aroused his troops and took  

 



 

up a defensive position and fought a good fight until the Italians found 

themselves in difficulties. B/General Andom clearly understood, the war 

against common enemy, the fascist Mussolini could not be won by few heroic 

men available under his command.  

 

 

 

An overview of Italian fascism in eastern Tigrai 

  

 

In later years many of the surviving patriots said, "Andom asked for more 

troops from the nearby North and South in order to carry out his mission to 

enter Asmara. It was soon revealed the warlords and the chiefs in some area 

succumbed to the (fascist) enemy's propaganda and many gave up the fight. 

Indeed, bribery, favoritism, corruption and rivalry among the notables in a 

great variety of forms were rampant at all levels of society."  



 

Italian military and non-military strategy 

 

 

According to the book by James Dugan and Laurence Lafore, 'Days of 

Emperor and Clown' 1973 pp.247, "The Italians although they probably 

miscalculated the fragility of the empire, they were skilful in their use of 

terror, bribes, and threats. Terror weapons were accompanied by the 

subversion of local leaders." 

 

Consequently, in the absence of central command in the South though a 

great majority wanted to continue the fight many faltered. The 

preparation and distribution of airborne propaganda by the Italians 

became a major operation; it had its own effect on the morale of soldiers 

in some parts of the region who initially came out to fight the enemy. 

 

 

An overview of fascist Italian aggression and military might 



 

The following were common remarks by former patriots who survived the 

war, "had the additional troops were made available per the request, it was 

possible we could have taken the fight in the heart of Asmara; undoubtedly 

fighting the enemy at close range the chance of a favourable outcome would 

have been greater than fighting the enemy in an open battlefield against air 

attack and chemical warfare". 

 

 

 

A picture showing Italian colonial army officers (source:mereja.com) 

 

The Italians have suffered a great disaster – greater than has ever occurred 

in modern times to white men in Africa. Adowa was the bloodiest of all 

colonial battles. Italy’s pride was wounded. If ever Rome was to occupy a 

respectable place in the councils of Europe, that national humiliation and  



 

disgrace had to be avenged. Thereafter, propelled by Mussolini’s 1922 

dictum, that “Italy must either expand or explode,” fascism came to power. 

In such a situation, the first policy declaration el Duce made was to settle 

once and for all, the great account which has been left open since 1896. “If 

only Italy had 6,000 more soldiers in Adwa, the result would have been 

different,” he was to say later. 

 

 

 

 

Mussolini orders the use of nerve-gas and chemical warfare 

  

To that end, he gave the necessary directives for building up Eritrea’s 

economic infrastructure in order to facilitate military mobility for the 

conquest of Ethiopia. Such a direction can be discerned from a letter  



 

Mussolini wrote in 1925 to the Prince of Scala, the Minister of the Colonies, 

in which Mussolini called his attention to the poor defensive conditions of 

Eritrea, and to correct such deficiencies as might exist. Since nobody was 

threatening Eritrea, one can only interpret that message to mean 

preparations for committing aggression against Ethiopia. 

 

Similarly, Pietro Badoglio, the Chief of Staff of the Italian Armed Forces, had 

instructed General Malladra in 1926 to carry out a thorough study of 

Eritrea’s defenses (read preparations for war), including the possible use of 

poison gas, either through aerial bombing or through artillery shelling. Ten 

years later, Badoglio, who directed Italy’s invasion of Ethiopia from Colonial 

Eritrea and Somaliland, did precisely that. 

  

 

The history of a unique war time hero  

 

 

The brave B/General Andom was not only a courageous wartime General; he 

was a born leader, well fitted to serve his country also in time of peace. The 

memory of B/General Andom will flow on unceasing as a river. It was bitter 

for him, for his troops and his family to pass without seeing the final victory -

the end of the 'Battle of the Ages' as he used to call it - always confident, 

encouraged his troops and long before the final victory predicted that 'Justice 

will finally win over Injustice, Equity over Inequity'. 



 

 

 

 

There is much untold - In the view of many former patriots who lived an 

active life after the victory, the following was also a common remark 'the 

account of the war so far written - which took five years of consistent battle-

after-battle against a formidable (fascist) enemy had been grossly  



 

understated; what had so far been described and written is only a 'tip of the 

iceberg!'. In the early 1960s an Ethiopian scholar in London while on a 

research program was contacted by potential directors of film and/or 

documentary producing enterprises to help produce a film/documentary of 

the war. However, for political reasons and perhaps to save embarrassment 

to those 'traitors in the Ethiopian hierarchy it was not encouraged by the 

central government and the discussion went under.   

  

 

At this juncture, it would be proper and befitting to quote a former patriot, 

who served under his command, later became a ranking high military official 

in the regime of Haile Selassie (B/General Tesfay G/Mariam), the following 

were his remarks, " In the course of my career as a military man (after the 

war), like many fellow officers, I have read and reviewed all World-Wars, yet, 

I could only conclude and sum it up, 'Andom was one of the finest wartime 

Generals the world has ever seen; I might add he could also pass for a Pope!" 

 

 

In time of peace while posted in Segeneyti, Eritrea, as a battalion 

commander, in response to the demands of the soldiers and the residents 

from lack of a local Orthodox Tewahdo Church he had initiated the 

construction with his own finance and made to be built 'St. Mary' Orthodox  

 

 



 

Tewahedo Church' for the first time in a town with an overwhelming Roman 

Catholic majority. He faced an uproar by the prominent leaders of the town  

including by some Italian officials; in the face of all opposition he had it 

completed; since then and until recently the church to many was known and 

commonly called as 'Mariam Andom' the "St. Mary of Andom".  

 

 

 

 
 

 



The wounded leader travel for medication 

  

Be it as it may, in the height of the ensuing battles Andom received a serious 

wound in the neck and was obliged to temporarily conceal himself in the 

bushes; for a while he suffered from his wound unable to obtain treatment. 

The Red Cross left their camps for their own safety as the tent hospitals were 

hit and the Fascist Army continued to use the prohibited poisonous 'chemical' 

mustard and nerve-gas. Nevertheless Andom instructed his troops to 

continue the fight. The troops pleaded and asked him to leave the battlefield 

to obtain treatment elsewhere. When it was decided he was going for 

medical care he delegated leadership among his forces one of whom was his 

son-in-law Graz. later Colonel Ghebrekal Debessai, a man of great valor, and 

other great patriots like Graz. Tesfay Gebremariam, and Graz. Tekle Berhan. 

These are Patriots who later in life during the Haile Selassie regime held high 

positions in the police and the Army with the ranks of Colonel and the ranks 

of B/General.  

 

The wounded General continued to fight until his soldiers asked him to seek medication 



 

 

It is apparent the wound of Andom reveals covered with bandage wrapped 

around his neck. At the time he was being forced to feed himself on 

homemade liquid nutrients; he was asked to wear his military attire to pose 

for a photo at the request of foreign reporters who sneaked to the 

battlefield following news that Andom's troops were advancing towards 

Eritrea. The news angered Mussolini the fascist leader and Dictator who at 

the time became an ally of Hitler; according to reliable sources he fired 

many of his top Senior Officers.  

  

 

On the journey for medical treatment he was accompanied by his younger 

brother Fit. Later Major Ghebrekidan Tesfazion, a valiant warrior (who was 

also wounded in prior fights at the battle of Mai-Chew). By the way, it is also 

important to note that the younger Gabrekidan was among the first who 

caught sight when the bullet hit Andom in the neck; he then swiftly arrived 

to help stop the bleeding; he played the role of a medic in the absence of 

trained medical personnel.  

 

 

Three months later Both left for Sudan (the neighboring country) following 

the route of River Tekeze and the River Nile.  

 

 



 

 

An overview of the Tekeze river 

 

The news spread quickly reached the enemy through hired informants that 

Andom was wounded; yet, the Italians feared that Andom's troops would 

move further into Eritrea, where their example might cause a general rising 

(New Times And the Ethiopia News, 1948). They sent a strong force to 

capture him. Unable to discover the exact location his native village was 

placed under guard by day and night in case he should come there. He 

arrived in Sudan and after completing medical treatment in less than three 

months he marched back across the valleys of Sudan and Eritrea and 

continued his fight in Wolkait and Armacheho district of Beghemeder 

province. According to those present, he returned fully energized; there, he 

met his good and trusted friend Fit. Mesfin Reda, a prominent personality in 

the Welkait and Armacheho Region who vigorously helped to promote the 

campaign; Andom was fully confident as he announced to the troops the  

 



 

good news and the imminence of the upcoming victory. It was around the 

period the Emperor was preparing to leave his place of exile 'Bath' London, 

U.K. and ready marching towards home through the outskirts of Sudan. 

 

 An excerpt from an Article titled "Eritrean Heroes" by Alazar T. Mikael, "New 
Times and Ethiopia News", a war-time Newspaper published in London June 19, 
1948 issue no.631- Founder and Editor E. Sylvia Pankhurst. 

 

 And; Excerpt from a Book by Gherima Tafere titled "Gondere Begashaw" 
published on October 29, 1953 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. 

 

 

 Quote from the Journal of Eritrean Studies (line from a book by Del Boca 
1969:122; and quote from the book of James Dugan and Laurence Lafore, 1973, 
pp.247  

 

 

 

Remember the heroes: lyrics of Sammy Hagar’s song 

  

 

Here is the lyrics of  
 
           Sammy Hagar’s song 
  

           remembering the unsang heroes. 
 



 
 

Remember the heroes 
Lyrics by Sammy Hagar 
 

 

 

Remember the heroes  

Who fight for the right to choose  

Remember the heroes  

We've all got a lot to lose  

 

 

A rebel to the naked eye  

An undiscovered legend  

Face the facts and don't ask why  

It's something to believe in  

In the dark, day and night  

Fight for wrong to prove what's right  

 

 

Remember the heroes  

Who fight for the right to choose  

Remember the heroes  

Just another life to use  

Remember the heroes 

 

 

We've all got a lot to lose  

 

(Remember the heroes)  

(Remember the heroes)  

(Remember the heroes)  

(Remember the heroes) 

 



 

To take one life without a say  

Demanded without reason  

To turn our backs and walk away  

A faceless act of treason  

A father's son must carry on  

The wound is only deepened  

 

 

Remember the heroes  

Who fight for the right to choose  

Remember the heroes  

It's just another life to use  

 

 

Remember the heroes  

You know we all got a lot to lose  

 

 

Remember the heroes  

Who's goanna fill their shoes? 

 

 

 

End of life 

 

 

Be it as it may, in the height of the ensuing battles he received a serious wound 

in the neck and was obliged to temporarily conceal himself in the bushes; for a 

while he suffered from his wound unable to obtain treatment. The Red Cross 

left their camps for their own safety as the tent hospitals were hit and the 



Fascist Army continued to use the prohibited poisonous 'chemical' mustard and 

nerve-gas. 

 

 

In a desperate attempt an Italian column was thereupon sent to his military 

base, attacked in the night, he again received a severe wound which caused 

his death on * May 17, 1939. Many of his troops who survived the war 

believed the sudden attack in the night would not have occurred without the 

help of hired informants.  Several weeks before his death he received the 

rank of Dejazmatch delivered to him by a special (courier) envoy from the 

Emperor (Del Boca 1969:122). When the brave Andom passed away, his 

troops did not despair; they continued their fight on the border of Eritrea, 

until the final victory and the return of the Emperor. 

 

 

On June 25, 1953 G.C. his remains was transported from his burial ground 

in  Akebe-Work district of Armacheho/Gondar by a government sponsored 

special plane to Asmara International AirPort. From the Airport escorted by 

the Vice Roy, the Chief Executive of Eritrea, government officials and 

thousands of people from all walks of life to the St. Mary' Eritrean Orthodox 

Tewahedo Church in Asmara. After the traditional overnight church service 

the next day it was transported to his birthplace at Debri, Anseba, Hamassien 

approximately 20 miles from Asmara. A permanent grave had been set up 

within the perimeter of the local church. A bronze made replica of him in 

uniform was erected upon the grave. 



 

In 1960 the rank of Dejazmatch he received from the emperor by a special 

envoy prior to his death was officially replaced by a rank of B/General. In 

memory of his selfless sacrifice and gallantry in the battlefield a 'Street' in 

Asmara leading to the main gate of the former US Army Base commonly  

 

 

known as "Kagnew Station" was dedicated and named for him as "B/General 

Andom Tesfazion St.                

 

 

 

B/General Andom was survived by his four children: w/o Welete haimanot 

Andom; Kegnazmach Wolde haimanot Andom; Kegnazmach Gebrezgi Andom 

and w/o Tehaitu Andom. Two deceased, now remaining the other two.  

 

Source:  http://eritreanorthodox.150m.com/General.html 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The gallant unique warrior against a mighty colonial power 

 

Brigadier General Andom Tesfazion  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

“ Rest in peace “ 



  

A wakeup call 

 

Many countries in the world honor their heroes and commemorate them eternally by 

erecting statues, naming streets, parks, schools, universities and all sorts of institutions in 

their names. Eritrea has failed to remember its heroes in all spheres of life and fields 

including statesmanship, military, scholarships, arts, literature, religion, music and sports. 

It would be too long to list all the great Eritrean personalities from antiquity to the 

present. Even the heroes of the last 50 years who have not been recognized and honored 

are very many.  

 

I believe many will agree with me that Eritrea has many amazing individuals in history 

who have done something unique to their country in the field of politics, culture, 

education, sport etc, which we need to remember them for what they have done. It is 

disheartening though not to see biography books of Eritreans in the library shelves. 

Lately I have decided to open a section in my website that will be dedicated to the 

biography of individual Eritreans from all walks of life in history (www.emnetu.com). 

 

To start with I have randomly established a list of possible candidates. I therefore ask you 

all to put additional names to the list and return it to me.  The list has to accommodate 

only individuals who have passed away. In other words we will concentrate only on post 

mortem biographies. I will update the list when I hear from you. The list will remain open 

all the time for additional names.  

 

If you are positive about this idea and you have the time I would challenge you all to 

write biographical sketch or find individuals who can be interested to write a biography 

on any in the list. If you come across anyone who has access to information but not ready 

to write, you can ask him/her to supply the information to me in any format (paper, 

diskette, gramophone dish, cassette, videos, photographs etc) so that I can send it to the 

one who is interested to write. 

 

The size of the file is not important at all. What is important is remembering them and 

trying to document their history before it disappears all together. The size will be 

determined only by the amount of information available on these individuals. Of course 

the individuals in the list must have done something positive to the cause of our country 

or to the well being of our people and our culture.  

Emnetu Tesfay 

                  

 Biographical sketch of General Andom Tesfazion  

http://www.emnetu.com/

